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VALUABLE FEATURES
The ability to quickly connect to all of our datasources, whether its a Oracle or MySQL database, and excel sheet of a csv file and
produce a rich interactive visualisation that can then be shared amongst everyone on site is fantastic. The ease of the interface
makes it a joy to use.
IMPROVEMENTS TO MY ORGANIZATION
Previously all reporting was very static. Each report would answer one specific question and if someone needed more information
they would typically have to ask for another report to be made. Tableau allows us to create interactive reports with filtering,
parameters and drill downs allowing the viewers to investigate their own data and find their own answers without having to go
through a reporting team.
ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
It would like to see autosaving, embedded fonts and other options to improve the ease of dashboard layout.
USE OF SOLUTION
I first started using Tableau in June 2011
DEPLOYMENT ISSUES
None, the install seemed very straight forward and we successfully rolled out Tableau Server to all the users on site.
STABILITY ISSUES
No
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SCALABILITY ISSUES
No
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Customer Service: Superb on the very few occasions I have had to make use of it. I have had a timely response and my issues
have been fixed.Technical Support: Again, I haven't had the need to use this very often but when I did it was excellent. The
support forums and technical documentation is second to none.
PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS
We used a combination of custom webpages written in perl and the Jaspersoft reporting webapp.
INITIAL SETUP
After getting the requirements for Tableau server the actual set-up and deployment seemed to go very smoothly.
IMPLEMENTATION TEAM
We used The Information Lab to assist with some of the initial set-up. They were excellent and would recommend them to anyone.
PRICING, SETUP COST AND LICENSING
Unknown as I am a power user and not a site admin nor involved in anything to do with license costs.
OTHER SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
We were introduced to Tableau by a collaborator and went on their recommendation as they had already looked at other vendors.
OTHER ADVICE
Download the free demo, connect to some data and play with it. See for yourself how easy and quick it is to produce something
that previously took you days to to. Look on public.tableausoftware.com to see what other people have made it with.
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